This is a synopsis of a talk for a conference, written by the panelist. The excerpt needed to be
under 100 words. The author will be kept anonymous.
ORIGINAL
Attributed to sailor Jack Crawford’s legacy, the phrase “nailing the colours to the mast” refers to
an attitude in which one “refuse[s] to admit defeat.” Tracing threads from Martin Luther who,
interestingly, also began his legacy with a hammer and nails, back to the determination of the
church’s historical figures, it will be asked, may the nailing of Jesus to the cross stand on a
deeper level as a symbol of God’s Matthew 16:18 unwillingness to back down – His almost
literal nailing of the colours to the mast? As its members strive to be both the “peacemakers” of
the world called for in Matthew 5:9, and its purifying salt referenced a few phrases later, what
does this mean for today’s Christians?
Edited
Attributed to sailor Jack Crawford, the phrase “nailing the colours to the mast” refers to an
attitude in which one “refuse[s] to admit defeat.” This talk makes connections between Martin
Luther, who also began with a hammer and nails, and the determination which marks the
church’s historical figures. We ask: May Jesus being nailed to the cross be a symbol of God’s
unwillingness to back down – His almost literal nailing of colours to the mast? As church
members strive to be both the “peacemakers” and “salt” of the world (Matthew 5:9,13), what
does this mean for today’s Christians?
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